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gratis the games:.Download the wardrobeÂ .3.1.16 I'm keeping track of the new books I want to read this year in a spreadsheet. I will post a few of my thoughts (also published on my Facebook page) and include the spreadsheet link if you'd like to see it. For now: Earth: A History by Bill
Bryson - I did enjoy A Short History of Nearly Everything so this must be worth reading! The Dean of the School by Betsy Lerner - another David Leonhardt book. His last book was about Charles Darwin, and this looks like a book about the rise of modern institutions (government, the Fed,
etc.), and how they've created new kinds of problems for the economy. The Great War (aka The 1918 Influenza Pandemic) by Charles McCarry - looks like a novel. The Second World War: A Complete History by John Keegan - I read Keegan's The First World War so this will be interesting.
Buffett: The Making of an American Capitalist by Alice Schroeder. I didn't find the review of it that I read last year to be particularly good (lacking in style etc.) but I want to read it just because. The Hunting of the Snark by Simon Singh - this was recommended by someone I trust, and it

looks like the book that should have been the follow up to The Code Book that I haven't read yet. The Cold War I by James Mann - I should get some books about the Cold War and The Cold War II by John Mueller. Also still on my to-read list: George Orwell: Essays and Reflections -
perhaps I will write an analysis of the beginning of his career and the influence of his upbringing on his work later. The Federalist Papers - although David McCullough's book was good. The Sun Also Rises - finishing The Great Gatsby in the next few days so perhaps I should start with this
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